Is duplex scanning sufficient evaluation before carotid endarterectomy?
Recent reports have suggested that cerebral angiography may not be necessary before carotid endarterectomy is performed in selected patients. To determine if arteriography provides additional information that might influence the decision to operate or the conduct of the operation, a retrospective review was performed of 100 consecutive patients undergoing cerebral angiography and carotid duplex scanning. Eighty of the 100 patients subsequently underwent carotid endarterectomy for neurologic symptoms or asymptomatic stenosis greater than 80%. Among the 20 patients not operated on, three would have undergone unnecessary surgery for mistaken diagnoses had the arteriogram not been obtained. Two other patients in this group of 20 would have had carotid endarterectomy for asymptomatic stenosis in the presence of an equally stenotic tandem lesion. Among the 80 patients operated on, an additional three had the operative procedure altered because arteriographic studies revealed pathologic findings outside the area of duplex scan examination. Thus the use of arteriography altered the management of eight (8%) patients in this group of 100.